
It had been a year since Owen played soccer.1)

Ms. Ellen’s kitchen garden is small, yet she grows many vegetables in it.6)

Sylvia o�ered to help with my chores, but I refused.3)

Start practicing from today, or you will never be ready for the race.4)

Although the house is old, it has modern amenities.5)

Kelly met her childhood friend before she left Chicago.2)

It was raining, so the children didn’t go out to play.10)

Nancy and Janice will come home tomorrow.9)

As soon as I rang the doorbell, the dog came running.7)

Color the coordinating conjunctions red and the subordinating conjunctions 

yellow. 
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8) Though she was bored, Martha preferred to stay indoors.

Coordinating or Subordinating Conjunctions?

Example: Roger will go to the Grand Canyon after he !nishes exams.
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It had been a year since Owen played soccer.1)

Ms. Ellen’s kitchen garden is small, yet she grows many vegetables in it.6)

Sylvia o!ered to help with my chores, but I refused.3)

Start practicing from today, or you will never be ready for the race.4)

Although the house is old, it has modern amenities.5)

Kelly met her childhood friend before she left Chicago.2)

It was raining, so the children didn’t go out to play.10)

Nancy and Janice will come home tomorrow.9)

As soon as I rang the doorbell, the dog came running.7)

Color the coordinating conjunctions red and the subordinating conjunctions 

yellow. 
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8) Though she was bored, Martha preferred to stay indoors.

Coordinating or Subordinating Conjunctions?

Example: Roger will go to the Grand Canyon after he "nishes exams.
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